YOUR CHOICE FREE

For One New Subscription to the SABBATH RECORDER

For a limited time we offer any one of the following popular novels free, postpaid, as a premium for one new subscription to the SABBATH RECORDER. If you are not a subscriber, send us two dollars and you will receive the Recorder for a year and your choice of the books.

Send the Recorder to your friends who do not have it, and add these books to your library. A book may be selected from former list published, if preferred.

AT THE FOOT OF THE RAINBOW
by Gene Stratton-Porter (Author of "Freckles")

The scene of this charming, idyllic love story is laid in Central India. The setting is entirely rural, and most of the action is out of doors. The story is one of devoted friendship, and tender self-sacrificing love; the friendship that gives freely without return, and the love that seeks first the happiness of the object. The novel is bountiful of the most beautiful word painting of nature, and its pathos and tender sentiment will endear it to all.

THE BOSS OF WIND RIVER
by A. M. Chisholm

This is a strong, virile novel with the lumber industry for its central theme and a love story full of interest as a sort of subplot. Among the minor characters are some elemental men, lumber men with the grizzly strength of their kind, and the rough, simple ways. How Joe Kent became the boss of these men, by sheer pluck and a pair of strong arms, the author tells us most effectively. Some of his brachial power was derived from the light of a woman's eyes, but to enter into the details here means to spoil the story.

THE HOLLOW OF HER HAND
by George Barr McCutcheon

A story of modern New York—built upon a strikingly unusual situation. Mrs. Challis Wrandal has been to a road house outside the city to identify her husband’s dead body; she is driving her car and later on a stormy night when she picks up in the road the woman who did the murder—the girl who had accompanied her husband to the lonely inn and whom the whole country is seeking. She takes the girl home, protects her, befriends her and keeps her secret. Between Sara Wrandal and her husband’s family there is an ancient enmity, born of the scorn for her inferior birth. How events work themselves out until she is forced to reveal to them the truth about their son’s death and his previous way of life is the substance of the story.

CY WHITTAKER’S PLACE
by Joseph C. Lincoln

Cape Cod life as pictured by Mr. Lincoln is delightful in its homeliness, its wholesomeness, its quaint simplicity. The plot of this novel revolves around a little girl whom an old bachelor, Cy Whittaker, adopts. Her education is too stupendous a task for the old man to attempt alone; he calls in two old cronies and they form a “Board of Strategy.” A dramatic story of unusual merit then develops; and through it all runs that rich vein of humor which has won for the author a fixed place in the hearts of thousands of readers. Cy Whittaker is the David Harum of Cape Cod.
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WE believe that the religion of Jesus makes its largest possible contribution to the peace and uplift of the world, not when it undertakes by ecclesiastical utterances and activities to solve the complex intellectual and practical problems of civilization, but rather when it leads men to the inner life of spiritual self-mastery and self-devotion, helps them to learn the privilege and joy of absolute trust in Christ our Lord, and enables them to appreciate the obligation of such loyal devotion to him as finds expression in holy and unselfish service of humanity.—Charles S. Macfarland.
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Read "Choosing a Profession"

In the Young People's department of this paper will be found Rev. Edgar D. Van Horn's third article on "Problems of Our Young People." This time the writer takes up the question of "Choosing a Profession," and treats it in a clear and convincing manner. It is always a live question with Seventh Day Baptist men and women, and we hope every one to whom this paper goes will read every word of Brother Van Horn's article. He who chooses his life-work from the standpoint of dollars and cents alone, ignores the grandest motive that can actuate men in their choices, and, by so doing, closes the door to the truest success in life. Don't make such a mistake! Whoever does so will be likely to learn, after it is too late to mend, that his life is empty and worthless so far as the real object of living is concerned.

What! Never Too Late to Mend?

In the last sentence of the preceding paragraph are the words, "after it is too late to mend," and some one may say, "Oh, it is never too late to mend!" In a certain sense this may be true, but in a very important respect it is misleading. This thought carried out in actions has proved disastrous to many a man who never meant to waste his life, but who dallied with the cut-out spirit, choosing according to present inducements rather than for future good, hoping to be able, sometime, to change his course.

The law of growth toward permanency in habit and in character is too well fixed and too incorruptible to be trifled with. A foolish or unwise choice persisted in, even for temporary expediency, tends to lead one to the point where it is too late to mend. With everything in nature impressing the truth that life once wasted can never be recovered, the second chance may never come. Time slipping away makes a good harvest impossible; that in every part of the physical realm there must come a time when it is too late to mend, what folly it is to trifle with the laws of our well-being! Moral laws are as inexorable as physical laws. Waste youth in vain pursuits, trifling away middle life in seeking the "less of two goods," or in gaining temporal advantage to the loss of spiritual manhood, and old age must be barren of all things desirable.

Who dares to hope for a rich harvest if his springtime has been wasted? God gives no new set of early years in which to secure an education that has been ignored in the molding period of life. Whoever goes forward in wrong-doing, or in unworthy ways of living, under the delusion that it is never too late to mend, must find in the end that, under the law of "permanency of growth," he can never make up for his loss.

Remarkable Sabbath Correspondence

In the Sabbath Reform department of this issue we give a letter on the Sabbath question that appeared in the Homiletic Review, and which shows how deeply some people outside our own ranks are thinking on the question of the true Sabbath. Without doubt there are numbers of other churches who feel as the writer of that letter does regarding plain Bible teachings on this vital question. The letter is strong and clear and scriptural, just a letter as any true Sabbath-keeper might write.

We can not say as much of the editorial reply. It is given as a fair specimen of the best arguments on the Sunday side to be found in these days. Read both, the letter and the reply, and judge between the two.

Our Veterans on the Borderland

A letter from Rev. Samuel R. Wheeler, of Boulder, Colo., tells of the feeleness of his old college classmate, Rev. Leander E. Livermore, of Byfield, Mass. Brother Livermore has serious attacks of dizziness, so the physician does not allow him to go out of the house without an attendant.
wife, too, was ill in bed when the letter to Brother Wheeler was written. It took four or five days of effort to write the letter.

Brother Wheeler is an octogenarian, and if Brother Livermore lives until May, he, too, will be eighty years of age. Of the letter, Brother Wheeler says: "Praise the Lord for the last sentence,—Heaven looks bright and attractive.

Dr. Lewis A. Platt is far behind these veterans as to age. The three are all that remain of a class of six who were college chums at Alfred. The other three were Dr. A. Herbert Lewis, Rev. Oscar U. Whitford, and Rev. Charles A. Burdick.

All these men have done good work for the Master. No one of them was ever known to express regret for having chosen the ministry in the days of his young manhood. Every young man should be inspired and filled with holy purposes as he looks upon glad faces and hears the words of cheer from veterans like those, whose race is almost run, and whose feet stand on the border of 'a better country, that is, a heavenly.'

***

Shiloh Has a New Pastor

On Sabbath Day, January 9, Rev. Erlo E. Sutton, late pastor of the church at Little Genesee, in western New York, was installed pastor of the church at Shiloh, in southern New Jersey. An account of the installation services is given by Rev. Jesse E. Hutchins, of Marlboro Church, who also acted as pastor at Shiloh during the interim between Pastors Skaggs and Sutton.

Mr. Sutton is the oldest in a family of eight children born to Francis Marion and Amanda Stalnaker Sutton, of Berea, Ritchie Co., W. Va. He will be thirty-six years old on April 25, 1915. Only those who have known what it means to support so large a family on a little farm among the West Virginia hills can fully understand the struggle required to feed and clothe the children and keep them in the public school until they could do something for themselves. After completing the district-school work, Erlo secured what help he could from an out-of-state school, called a "summer normal," and after a term or two in Salem College began teaching in the fall of 1900. For several years he attended the college a part of the year, teaching in country schools, winters, to pay his way. He had to earn every dollar for his college schooling, which, with the low prices paid for teaching, made uphill work for any West Virginia boy in those days.

In the autumn of 1892, during a revival in the Ritchie Church led by Rev. L. D. Seager, Erlo was converted and united with the church. From that time he was deeply interested in church work and was active in the Sabbath-school and Endeavor services. On August 4, 1901, he was licensed to preach, and frequently spoke in his own home church when it had no pastor. During his last winter in West Virginia, he was supply pastor at Ritchie. Besides occasionally working, of his own accord, among the pastorless churches in the South-eastern Association, he was employed during the summer of 1905 by the Young People's Board, for mission work on that field.

On October 5, 1905, he was united in marriage to Miss Ida D. Robinson, of Salem, and settled at Berea, where he was principal of the public school. In the spring of 1906, he accepted the pastorate of the church at Rockville, R. I., Here he was ordained to the gospel ministry, October 6 of the same year. After serving Rockville four years and nine months, he accepted a call to the church of Andover, N. Y., in order to be near Alfred and enter the Theological Seminary for further education. In February, 1912, he entered upon his duties as pastor at Little Genesee, N. Y., and served that church and the church at Main Settlement until called to the work in Shiloh.

For nearly three years Mr. Sutton put the best of his life's energies into his work in Genesee; and by the help of faithful workers there, and the uplift of a revival by Rev. D. Burdett Coon, he was permitted to see forty members added to the church. Of Shiloh, the new pastor says: "If God can use me in this place to save souls, I shall be satisfied.

***

The Shiloh Church

Shiloh is historic ground. The old church stands in the midst of a beautiful level garden land stretching away for several miles on every side, and in summer time is surrounded by as fine cornfields, orchards, and gardens of berries and fruits as can be found anywhere. It is about twelve miles from the mouth of the Delaware River, and some thirty miles south of the city of Philadelphia.

In old colonial days, "as early as 1736, Elder Jonathan Davis, himself a convert to the Sabbath, preached in old Cohansay and won converts, some of whom probably united, with him, with the Piscataway Church, remaining with that church until 1737, when the Shiloh Church was organized with eighteen members. It was called the Cohansay Seventh Day Baptist Church. Among the good men, each bearing the name Jonathan Davis, ministered to the people, friendly relations with the Rhode Island churches were sustained through the colonial period, and faithful men held up the light of Sabbath truth to the world.

One of the old silver communion cups of Shiloh is held and used as a precious memento of the Christian friendships of those far-away days. Its inscription shows that one General Martin, of Newport, R. I., presented it to the church in 1793. Six years after, a companion cup was made, and presented to the church by Jedediah and Amorilla Davis.

The third Jonathan Davis, from Welsh Tract, Del., was also devoted to the Sabbath, and served as pastor many years. After the Davises, came Nathan Ayars, Joseph Ayars, Jonathan Jarman, Moses Winchester, and Thomas Gates Jones, who in turn served the church as pastors or as supplies until 1807. This brings us to the pastorate of Rev. John Davis, who did a great work for thirty-four years, until 1841. The names of the pastors from his time on are more and more familiar to present-day Recorder readers. They are Azor Estee, Sherman S. Griswold, Solomon Carpenter, Samuel Davison, Giles M. Langworthy, William M. Jones, Walter B. Gillette, Abram Herbert Lewis, David H. Davis, Theodore L. Gardiner, Ira Lee Costrell, Edward B. Saunders, Burdett Coon, and James L. Skagg.

It will be seen by looking over this list that Shiloh has been a strong missionary church. Three pastors have left its pulpit to go as missionaries to foreign lands, Rev. Solomon Carpenter and Rev. David H. Davis going to China, and Rev. William M. Jones to Palestine. Several of its pastors were released from duty for three or six months to go on home mission trips to Pennsylvania and West Virginia. It was a pastor from Shiloh who was instrumental in organizing the Ritchie Church in West Virginia—the church that has now as pastor Mr. Sutton to the ministry. On one occasion, in 1821, Shiloh sent both her pastor and one of her deacons on a horseback journey through the wilderness as far as West Virginia and Ohio to visit and minister to scattered Sabbath-keepers. For three years Shiloh shared its pastor with the little church at Marlboro, giving him opportunity to preach there Sabbath afternoons. Marlboro was set off from Shiloh in 1811. During Elder Gillette's time, Brethren Joel C. West, George E. Tomlinson, Oscar U. Whitford, and Lucius R. Swinney were licensed to preach by the Shiloh Church. As Seventh Day Baptist medical missionary to China, Dr. Ella F. Swinney, went from this church.
In 1837, the church celebrated its one hundredth anniversary, assisted by Rev. William B. Maxson, of the Piscataway Church. As early as 1814, the church published a catechism of twenty-four pages, containing 109 questions and answers. This old booklet lies before me as I write, well preserved after a hundred and one years. It is entitled, "A Brief Summary of the Principles of the Christian Religion, Expounded by Way of Questions, and Answers in the Words of the Sacred Scriptures." The Appendix contains an exposition of the Ten Commandments for the instruction of youth. The book is "recommended by the Sabbatarian Baptist Church at Shiloh, Cumberland County, West New Jersey."

Another little booklet of fourteen pages, published nine years later, 1823, by the Shiloh Church, is "The Constitution of the Seventh Day Baptist Missionary and Bible Society of Cumberland County, State of New Jersey." Aside from the Preface this booklet contains twelve Articles, the names of nine officers of this missionary society, and the names of forty-one subscribers to the constitution. Thus we see that ninety-two years ago old Shiloh was well organized as a missionary church.

The present house of worship, erected in 1851, is the third one built by this church. The picture on another page shows it in the winter with the fine grove of trees stripped and bare. In the summer, with these trees in full leaf, shading the yard and house, the old church affords a most restful and quiet retreat for the worshipers who assemble there.

***

The need of more attention to religious education in the great universities was strongly emphasized in a recent conference of university pastors. Investigations show that sixteen state universities do not even have chapel exercises, and that there is but slight attention given to the teaching of the Bible in most of the large schools. Fifteen state universities have no Bible courses whatever, while twenty-two give some attention to the Bible as literature in connection with courses in English. Is it not time the Christian people of this land were awake to our needs? Schools usually yield to the demands when they find that the people really mean to be heard.

---

To Celebrate the Centennial of Peace

Great preparations are being made for services, on the fourteenth of February, in all churches, in honor of a hundred years of peace between the United States and Great Britain. The Federal Council of Churches has taken the matter in hand, and not only urges all churches, Bible schools, and Endeavor societies to hold special services on that day, but has also, through its committee, arranged special programs for the occasion. These programs are being printed by some of the denominational publishing houses in the principal cities of this country. All pastors are urged to preach sermons suitable for the occasion. Several denominations are preparing to observe the day.

It is certainly a wonderful thing that the United States and Canada have been able to maintain peace without fortifications or armies along thousands of miles of border lines, and with no gunboats on the lakes lying between. This, itself, is a good object-lesson in the eyes of the world, and stands in striking contrast with conditions in Europe, where for a hundred years all borders have been bristled with bayonets and maintained forts with siege guns frowning at each other.

---

En Route to Japan

Professor Shailer Mathews and Rev. Sidney L. Gulick, now on the Pacific, are expected to reach Japan the twenty-fifth or twenty-sixth of this month as delegates from the Federal Council, with a message of good will and Christian sympathy from the churches of America. Their mission is regarded as of great and far-reaching importance. To carry it out requires wisdom from on high, and they make special request that the Christian people of this country remember them in their prayers, that God's blessing may attend their efforts. This is a part of the message they bear:

We are sending these, our brethren, to tell you, as no written word of ours can tell, the sincerity of our affection, the eagerness of our desire, and the steady persuasion of our hope, that we all, of the East and of the West, shall be one in Jesus Christ.
The New Pastor's First Sabbath at Shiloh

DEAR DR. GARDNER:

I have been asked by some of the Shiloh people to write to the Recorder, telling of Mr. Sutton's first Sabbath at Shiloh. He began his work January 9. It was arranged to have installation services that day in order that he might be made to feel at once the interest of the people in him and his work. An invitation was extended to the Marlboro Church to unite in this service; and since I had the privilege of supplying at Shiloh for a few months, they gave me the honor of extending the welcome in behalf of the churches and community.

Following this, a welcome was given by all the organizations of the church in the order of their organization. Dea. J. E. Hoffman spoke in behalf of the deacons in a most fitting manner, making a beautiful and touching reference to the death of one of the senior deacons, Aris C. Davis, who was buried just the day before Mr. Sutton came. Following this there was an address given by the Mite Society, the oldest organized missionary society among Seventh Day Baptists. This was followed by the other departments of the church work, among which was the W. C. (Women's Christian) work. I had the honor of making the report of the president of the county work, Mrs. Belle Bowden, who told us something of the work of temperance in Cumberland County. By the way, this is the "whitest" county in the state, there being left only two saloons and these trembling.

After all these we were given, Mr. Sutton responded in appropriate words, telling us something of his history, which had all been from his earliest recollection in the associations of the church and Sabbath school, out of which he had been influenced to give himself to the highest calling—that of the gospel ministry. When he had finished, in the letters of Galatians and Ephesians, he was given the most fitting prayer. But the end is not yet. In the evening one hundred and thirty people of the community gathered at the parsonage for an informal reception and donation. It was a very pleasant occasion and a fitting close to the work of the first Sabbath. After a few songs, a clever speech by the principal of the high school, and another by Mr. Sutton, the guests were to depart, but not taking with them more than they had brought. They left behind, instead, many packages of various descriptions; but no pumpkins, which I am sure will come later. (This refers to a donation story about pumpkins which I shall not attempt to repeat.)

J. E. HUTCHINS,
Bridgeton, N. J.

That Report

REV. E. ADELBERT WITTER

I read with much interest the report of the Committee on Revision of Tracts, as it appeared in the Sabbath Recorder of November 2. As time passed, and I meditated upon the various items of the report, I was moved to write a short article for the Recorder. I believe such articles, expressing the reactions of our people, not only from the educators and pastors, but from those who think upon those questions that have to do with our denominational life, are vastly important and would help us to do with a just settlement of some of the questions that come before us and are vital to our life as a people.

I wish first to commend the thoroughness of the work done and personally to thank the committees and the contributors of the recorded conversation. This, in a full, comprehensive manner in which they have placed their thought and recommendations before the people. Certainly this report, in the main, looks toward a step of real progress. I wish, however, to raise two or three questions about certain of the recommendations found in that report.

From a highly educational and purely historical point of view, it would certainly have been added to our collection of denominational literature, three such books as those included under a, b, and c, of said report. I can well realize that they would be a valuable addition because of the new developments since the writing of the books referred to. They could not fail to be a helpful source of information, and by some would be cherished as a real acquisition. This is all well, but I am inquiring if this is the necessary work for the
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strengthening of our denominational life, both among ourselves and among the members of the world whom we hope, in some way, to bring to consider and accept the teachings of the Scripture concerning the Lord's Sabbath.

I am wondering if the interest of our people is sufficient to give needed support to such an elaborate work as is comprised in this part of the report. Many of our churches have been really staggering under the burden imposed by publishing the "Historical Volume," and the end is not yet. In this report the committee says, "Our rapidly diminishing attendance at the beginning of the present century, together with the widespread loose observance of the Sabbath, is cause for anxiety; and yet to support and carry out the letter of their recommendations would, it seems to me, "bind burdens grievous to be borne" upon those who are already overburdened.

I find that the committee had its attention called to the devotional spirit of our people, and the need of a quickening along this line, as is set forth in paragraph d of the report in these words; "Your committee is impressed with the need of a book which may serve as a guide to prayer in private (personal and family) devotions."

I am satisfied that that person would be a dullard indeed who in considering our denominational life failed to recognize a want of a devotional spirit in the body. Many of the spiritually minded of our people have, for a long time, felt that there was a manifest smothering of the devotional spirit by too much of formalism. We must take our place in the matter of education, with an ever present effort on the part of some of our leaders in recent years to hold the mind of the people to the supreme importance of education, there has been growing up a marked indifference to real spiritual manifestation in prayer in social meetings or in the gatherings of the larger congregations. Warmth, earnestness, and a glow of spiritual power such as used to mark their prayers, in the prayers of C. M. Lewis, J. L. Heimann, and other speakers, when they lifted their soul in prayer as they poured forth their souls in prayer to God, seem to be lost in the more scholarly and esthetic approaches to the divine Ruler of the universe that come to us. It may be wrong, but it has seemed to me, and I know it has to others, that there is a real loss of life power among us as a people because of a holding in reserve the spiritualized emotional nature.

I am wondering if the committee and our people at large really believed that a remedy for this loss will be found in the preparation and use of a prayer book in our 'private (personal and family) devotions."

I am wondering if we really believe that the tide of no-Sabbathism among us, the drifting away from the Sabbath on the part of our children, will be stayed, and a return to "the faith of our fathers" will be insured by putting a book of printed prayers in the hands of the people. We hear much these days about the ethics of religion. We are continually exhorted to consider all questions from the standpoint of their ethical bearing upon the life of the individual. This is well to a certain degree; but there is not a possibility of sacrificing the spirit while in the pursuit of ethics? I am a devout believer in the place and value of ethics in our study of life and its work, but I fear there is an inclination to lose sight of the real ethical nature of prayer as a revealer of the spirit of devotion when we wish, in any way, to encourage the study and use of printed prayers in our "private (personal and family) devotions."

To the highly esthetic mind there may be something in the rounder periods, the completed sentences, the scholarly arrangement of the printed prayer that is gratifying, but to me it is the putting of chaff in the place of the life-giving kernel. The Bible says, "The prayer of the righteous availeth much." Where is the chaff of God? It is to be true when that prayer came burning hot from a soul that was seething like a caldron with longing desire for that for which it prayed, or when it was the tremulous out-breathing of a soul subdued in the presence of a great need, but electrified with a vision of a loving, compassionate God? Twice have I seen our General Conference at white heat in the midst of controversy, people standing on the resolutions that seemed to be a forgetting that they were brethren made nigh by the blood of Jesus Christ. On both these occasions A. H. Lewis, of sacred memory, arose and getting recognition from the president said, "Brethren, let us pray." As he prayed, those who listened became conscious of the fact that he was lost to all around, only the thought of the Spirit's presence. His own voice became mellow till almost choked with emotion, he ceased to pray. The whole audience was lifted out of the atmosphere of controversy into the spirit of Christian devotion. This is the legitimate mission of prayer, and no amount of reading the most elaborate of printed prayers will accomplish this result.

Brethren, is it not possible that in this desire for a book of prayer we are seeking more the form than the spirit? I am of the opinion that what is more needed is a culturing of the souls of our children in the personal expression of their heart-longings. In a recent conversation with the pastor of one of our influential churches he said: "I believe it will be a sorry day for us as a people, when we prepare a book of prayers and train our people in its use." God help us to realize that ritualism is not a wholesome development of the highest type of spirituality and uplifting devotion.

Hopkinton, R. I., January 13, 1915.

The Federal Council and Sunday Observance

REV. EDWIN SHAW

As a member of the Commission on Sunday Observance of the Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America it was my privilege to attend a meeting of the commission at Richmond, Va., December 10, 1914.

As a representative of the Seventh Day Baptist Denomination I felt that it was also my duty to attend. Had I known that Dean Arthur E. Main was to be present, my sense of duty in the matter would not have been as keen; but I had heard that he was in Florida.

Representing the three denominations there are nearly one hundred members of this Commission on Sunday Observance. Only twelve men were present, but letters were read from two others who did not attend.

Two sessions of the commission were held morning and afternoon. The Executive Committee of the Federal Council was in session at Richmond at the same time, and the day before and the day after. The commission was supposed to make some sort of a report to the Executive Committee of the next day. Because of duties at home it was not possible to attend that meeting, and I do not know what was done, or what report was made. I had hoped that Dean Main who was there would make some report to the Sabbath Recorder.

At these two sessions the time was occupied largely by informal talks by such men as William F. Crafts, of Washington; D. D. Kneeland, of Boston; W. P. Swartz, of New York; and W. W. Davis of Baltimore. An attempt was then made to formulate some sort of resolutions to present to the Executive Committee endorsing some of the things which had been suggested by these speakers, who are executive officers in various organizations for the promotion of Sunday observance.

Some of these resolutions favored what appeared to Dean Main and to me to be direct Sunday School action. Dean Main, on invitation from the chairman of the commission, the Rev. Peter Ainslie, stated very kindly, but very clearly and definitely, our position, and why we could not support such prayer. The resolutions were then spent in trying to change the wording of the resolutions. In the meantime members of the commission began to retire for other appointments, and when finally we adjourned, I found myself present beside the chairman and Dean Main and myself. The wording of the resolutions was so indefinite that we could not approve, and we stated before the vote was taken that we could not make it. We have not learned whether they were ever presented to the Executive Committee or not, and if they were presented I doubt very much their approval by the committee.

There seems to be very little activity in the Federal Council along the lines of promoting Sunday observance, as a religious matter, or even as a civil rest-day. Other organizations, Lord's Day Alliances, and the like, are doing some work, but not in the Federal Council. Just how much of this is due to the balance of having two Seventh Day Baptists on the commission is a matter of conjecture.

"He is the freeman whom the truth makes free."
SABBATH REFORM

"Bible Teaching and the Sabbath"

The following letter and editorial comments appeared in The Homiletic Review, February, 1914.

EDITOR OF THE HOMILETIC REVIEW:

Too frequently your columns are devoted to the falling off in church attendance, the growing disregard for the Sabbath, and the growth of social diseases, which indicate that religion is not the force it ought to be.

Do you not think it is the result of the subconscious reasoning within our very souls which tells us that if divine commandments can be set aside by human beings, why shall we heed the commands or opinions or recommendations of human beings? I mean this: When I went to Sunday school I was taught the Ten Commandments. But I age for Wycliff, Luther, Calvin, and, they were saints—what is so desirable—a sympathetic view of what the writer teaches. England, then as now, acted and reacted to the social environment. With the Hebrew mind there was much in his environment (accepting that term in its largest sense) that was conducive to the play and use of the imagination, and that faculty, so much absent in the writing of our day, was freely used by Bible writers to express and portray their conception of the truth of God and his purpose. Literalists should remember that the Bible has its varied literature—the variety, by the way, should always be considered—not is an end in itself, but a means to an end. The Sabbath is not an end, but by its proper observance a means to an end. It is an institution to serve men, as Christ expressly taught.

Christ "kept the seventh-day Sabbath, and would keep the seventh-day Sabbath if he were alive today," says our correspondent. The first statement is fact, the second is speculation. (By the way, is Jesus Christ not alive?) Jesus kept the Hebrew Sabbath because he was a Hebrew in a Hebrew church. But were he on earth today, in a Christian environment, which is the more likely, that he would keep the "seventh-day Sabbath" in a Hebrew synagogue or the first-day Sunday in a Christian church?—always supposing that he must do one or the other. Is it probable that he who was intent upon the spirit would in literalness of interpretation of a law opposite to man's welfare reverse the Christian honor paid to his victory over death, and would go counter to a usage nearly universal, in which also the spirit of obedience to the fourth commandment is manifest?

"Divine commandments set aside by human beings" are by our correspondent contrasted with "the Sabbath which is man-made." These commands, so far as we have them in the Bible, God has chosen to reveal through the great vessel (the Psalmist refers to him as "a little lower than God") to make known God's will and his righteousness. Why deprecate a man-made Sabbath? Wherein is it inferior man-made house or church? Is not God in them all? The important thing in all institutions and all agencies, and concerning Sunday as a day of worship, so generally observed by the great majority of Christian denominations, is this: What does it contribute to the economy of human life when properly observed? Our correspondent seems to think that the observance of a particular day constitutes religion, and that religion is but a static affair. Such a conception is neither biblical nor common sense. Religion is an attitude of mind. It is a life, calling out the finer qualities of the soul. Michah gives us some idea of what qualities are, "do justly," "love kindness," "walk humbly with thy God;" see also Matthew 23:37-40; James 1:27. We commend to our correspondent the wider outlook and vision and a consideration of Christ's view of personality. [The Editors.]

"The first freedom is freedom from sin."
How God Provides
ONE WHO KNOWS
(Continued)

Fourteen years affords ample time for many interesting experiences, even in a quiet country location. Like other Lone Sabbath Keepers, this family has met, during the early years of their residence, many interesting and instructive experiences. A few of these occurrences may serve as examples to show that God always supplies the necessities for the way he has commanded. He not only provides food and raiment, but with every temptation provides a way of escape.

One summer day a young man applied on the Sabbath, for the horse and carriage he had been hiring on other days. He received a reply after this order:

"Do you remember I told you our team never goes out on Saturday, unless in an emergency? We believe it is God's Sabbath, and give our beasts of burden rest, unless they are needed for the horse and carriage.

"You may have corn for dinner. Is this what you pick, growing here by the roadside? Let me pick it myself, and I'll take it up," and she did so, the bewildered owner uncertain what was the right step to take.

"God, in his mercy that endures forever, would not condemn a Sabbath-keeper for such an outcome of an unforeseen contingency; but if foreseen, and then continued or habitual, I would surely condemn it. This occurrence, and others of kindred nature, led those selling produce from this farm to inquire of the purchaser near the end of the week:

"This will be all this week," or, "Will this last you till Sunday or Monday?"

Nehemiah could not have traders coming to Jerusalem on the Sabbath Day, and God prepares the way so that the conscientious Sabbath-keepers of these days need not be compelled to attend to buying and selling on that day. These Lone Sabbath Keepers have various crops to retail to customers each year. With asparagus, turnips, spinach, and other vegetables, they have an advantage, whether purchasers wish for them that day, or for Saturday or Sunday. The stalks can be marketed Friday for either day, and then be fresher than those the same customer could secure at the store. Or it can be cut and delivered Sunday morning, according to the pleasure of the purchaser. Similarly with cream, berries, or other products. Prudent forethought and discretion meet the exigencies of the season, and where once it would have been considered scandalous to have orders delivered on Sunday for dinner or tea, now it is tolerated, and even encouraged in case of especially delectable fruits. This laxity in the observance of Sunday has aroused agitation for Sunday legislation among the puritans, but it is God's way of providing that those who keep his Sabbath may get firmly rooted physically and spiritually, in anticipation of the day that is destined to have in future Sabbath reform.

Another interesting occurrence was the sale of a lot of standing wood. A lumberman was found who desired to purchase, and the deal was about consummated when the owner "remembered the Sabbath," and said:

"I must require one thing of you, and that is, that you do not do any work on my premises on the Sabbath (Saturday)."

The lumberman's reply in part was: "I never let any one dictate to me in my business, and I am not going to do it so this time." He was a man of violent temper, and no bargain could be made with him; but another purchaser appeared soon, and another deal was made, in which a more reliable set of choppers were secured, who were willing to keep out Saturday, if they could have the work to do, the dealer saying,

"I haven't any religion myself, but I respect them that have."

Thus these Lone Sabbath Keepers encounter both anger and respect. In apparently adamantine hearts sometimes this respect is found. Among men of a godless training, respect for the godly seems to spring up spontaneously and yield fruit that puts to shame the well-taught phrase.

More than the Lone Sabbath Keepers, one who respects unexpected harvests of increase and blessing, especially if he has been faithful to sow good seed beside all waters.

Sometimes the harvests of this widow's family are so bountiful that some of the worldly ones have hinted it is a mercenary motive in Sunday activity, with a comment something as follows:

"You sell more Sunday than you do other days, don't you?"

The answer often is after this manner:

"The demand seems to be more on that day, but we have this advantage over many who engage in Sunday labor: we do not overlap our systems by working seven days a week, but rest on the day God has ordained."

Thus difficulties and pleasures combine. Christ's yoke makes the burden easy, though the way be a straight and narrow one. Persecutions have had to be met, and still baffle earnest efforts. It seems an anomaly, but it is true that the hardest to contend with are those directed by persons of differing religious convictions. The infidels and others easy may more easily be induced to acknowledge "the seventh day is the sabbath" than are the orthodox puritans, the First Day Adventists, the Christian Scientists, the Mormons, the Roman Catholics, who, with the Seventh Day Adventists, have directed their ammunition against this isolated Sab-

bath-keeping home. As an angel of light the Tempter masks, but character built on the Rock Christ Jesus is the material God is preserving for his eternal structure. The persecutors do not come under the list of the "whatsoever things are lovely," which Christians are enjoined to think about. It is not healthy for the soul to feed upon the unpleasant experiences of hostile neighbors have caused, but the trials, when passed over, make the kind Providence more acceptable. Deliverance from the power of the enemy, and providential supplies for all need, are indeed lovely themes and objects; and God's methods of providing establish, strengthen, and settle the participants in the way to the Eternal Throne.

This War is Against Every Producer

Herbert Quick, editor of Farm and Fireside, the national farm paper published at Springfield, Ohio, contributes to the current issue of that periodical the following editorial showing how this war is against the interest of every producer in the world:

"The people of Belgium are often said not to be self-supporting, since they do not produce from their own acres more than they think necessary to consume. Yet up to the time when the Germans invaded the kingdom they lived in much comfort, consuming as much food as most people.

"As a matter of fact, they were just as truly self-supporting as are the farmers of America. They were engaged in taking coal and iron and other minerals from the earth, and producing from them and from the products of the farms and forests articles just as essential to civilized life as food.

"They are now reduced to poverty merely because they are not allowed to work and dispose of the fruits of their labors."

In this scattered nest, before the Ger-
man tempest struck it, work went on in which we as Americans were being served in a thousand productive ways. The temp-
est struck when the Belgians ceased to work for us and with us.

"This shows the intimate way in which all of us are interested in the prosperity of each of us. This is a war, not of the nations actually engaged in it, but against every producer."

SABBATH RECORDER
MISSIONS

Italian Seventh Day Baptists

W. E. Morse, M. D.

In the course of an experience of a quarter of a century with Italian immigrants, I have become convinced that it is natural for the Italian Protestants to become Seventh Day Baptists.

Permit me to say that this is a matter of the greatest importance to all Seventh Day Baptists, and should be the incentive for doing more strenuous missionary work among the Italians.

Is it not legitimate that this should be so? May I quote Dr. A. H. Lewis as saying, "How can any one help being rationally religious if the Bible is read rationally and religiously?"

By the prudent policy of the Roman Catholic Church the Italians are not permitted to enjoy the possession of, and the acquaintance with, the open Bible, and so suffer a famine of the word.

They come to this country famished, without a lamp to their feet, and although nominally Catholics, remain indifferent to the Bible and the Sabbath as a means of worship as prescribed for them at Rome.

Arrived in this country their indifference all too soon turns to infidelity. "The Italian who is thus baptized, enters upon the new life the happiest of Christians."

With his love and esteem for the Bible, he has foreseen that which is Roman Catholic, and the adoption and observance of Sunday as enjoined by Rome, is nauseating to his very soul.

If he keeps Sunday as the Sabbath, he realizes that he is doing as the Latin Church enjoins, and contrary to that which he has found out from the word that he so much esteems.

The exercise in this realization he takes his stand on all who bear the faith, to do more missionary work among the Italians.

The opportunity is for Seventh Day Baptists. Recognizing this to be an uncontroversial fact, is the neglect to meet this opportunity anything that can be defended as obedience to our Lord?

Hartford, Conn.

Tract Society—Meeting of Board of Directors

The Board of Directors of the American Sabbath Tract Society met in regular session in the Seventh Day Baptist church, Plainfield, N. J., on Sunday, January 10, 1915, at 2 o'clock p.m., President Corliss R. Randoph, F. A. Lang.


The Board of Directors of the New Market Sabbath Baptist Church held a Christmas giving service on Christmas Eve, the proceeds of which were donated to the Italian Mission.

The Ladies' Aid Society of the New Market Sabbath Church gave a donation of three dollars, which was used to purchase new shoes for some of the children at the mission.

On Sabbath evening after Christmas the workers at the mission gave a benefit concert for the missions, which included an address by Pastor Savarese, and a solo in Italian by Pastor Savarese. A Christmas tree was also provided, and candy and apples were given to the children. All of which combined to make a pleasant and helpful Christmas time for the people of this mission, and the workers of the mission wish through this report to thank the committee who by their thoughtfulness helped to make this possible.

Jesse G. Burdick, I. F. Randolph, R. C. Burdick, Committee.

A vote of appreciative approval was extended to the committee for their interest and labors in connection with the Italian Mission.

The committee on Revision of Tracts presented the following special report:

To the Board of Directors of the American Sabbath Tract Society:

Your committee met at the December, 1914, meeting of the Board, would report a recommendation of an appropriation of a sum not to exceed one hundred and fifty dollars for the purchase of Sabbath Tract supplies for the Italian Mission.
first six months of 1915 for the expenses of the Committee on the Revision of Tracts.
On behalf of the committee, EDWIN SHAW.
Recommendation adopted.

The Treasurer presented his report for the second quarter, duly audited, which on motion was adopted.

Voted that the Treasurer be instructed to send another remittance of $25.00 to Ch. Th, Lucky.

The Corresponding Secretary reported on his attendance at a meeting of the "Committee on Sunday Observances" of the "Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in America," recently held at Richmond, Va.

Voted that the Recording Secretary be requested to express to Rev. George Seely the good wishes and brotherly love of the Board, on the occasion of his eightieth birthday, which occurs on the fourteenth of February next.

Action on the correspondence from C. R. Clawson relating to the Recorder Index was referred to the next meeting of the Board.

Voted that the Corresponding Secretary be requested to instruct the Business Manager to discontinue the title "Recorder Press" in the commercial or financial transactions of the American Sabbath Tract Society.

Minutes read and approved.
Board adjourned.
ARTHUR L. TITSWORTH, Recording Secretary.

Home News

SALEM, W. Va.—The decorators are at work on the beautifying of the Seventh Day Baptist church in preparation for the installation of the new organ. A new choir loft has been constructed at the left of the pulpit to make room for the organ back of the desk.—Express.

MILTON, WIS.—The interest in the services at the Seventh Day Baptist church at Milton is such that they are being continued five nights more, closing Sunday night, January 17. Rev. W. D. Burdick is being assisted by the student quartet and others. Let everybody lay aside other engagements as far as possible and join in this good work. Special music each night. A cordial invitation to all.

Dr. L. C. Randolph is lecturing tonight at Tomahawk, Wis. He will then spend three days preaching at Exeland. Next week he will lecture at Thorpe, Withee, and Osbouugh, returning home Thursday.

President Wm. C. Daland and Professor A. E. Whitford attended the eighth annual meeting of the association of presidents and deans of Wisconsin colleges, at Milwaukee-Dowser Conference, last Friday. President Daland and Dean Ray led the discussion in the afternoon on "A Schoolmaster’s Club in Wisconsin."—Journal-Telephone.

ALBION, WIS.—The Milton College Glee Club was greeted with a good audience at their entertainment Monday evening. An excellent program was given. The club is well drilled and renders music of a high order.

NORTH LOUF, NEB.—The building Committee of the Seventh Day Baptist church let the contract for heating the church to Hutchins Brothers of2nd Ave. We are glad of this action taken by our committee, since we are glad to have home men secure all such work. Their bids was considerably lower than any other bid submitted.

Again we are glad to say that work is progressing very nicely on the Seventh Day Baptist church. The side walls are completed and the roof is being put on this week. It will be but a short time before the building will be enclosed.—Loyalist.

Judging from the vote of 38 to 40 in the Senate, on the bill of appropriations for the District of Columbia with a prohibition rider attached, defeating the rider by two votes; we may be sure that, had the "dry" bill been a separate issue, it would have been easily carried. Making it a rider, and so making it necessary to suspend the rules to carry it, was a serious mistake. We are assured that the prohibitionists will start again and push matters for a dry capital.

Don’t live in the cloudland of some transcendental heaven; do your best to bring the glory of a real heaven down, and ray it out upon your fellows in this workaday world.—William Penston.

WOMAN’S WORK

MRS. GEORGE E. CROSLEY MILTON, WIS. Contributing Editor

A Prayer

"Stir me, oh! stir me, Lord—I care not how, But fill my heart in passion for the world; Stir me to go, to go, but most to pray. Stir till the blood-red banner be unfurled, O'er lands that still in heathen darkness lie, O'er deserts where no Cross is lifted high.

"Stir me, oh! stir me, Lord, till all my heart is filled with strong compassion for these souls, Till thy compelling 'must' drives me to pray, Till thy constraining love reach to the poles Far north and south, in burning, deep desire, Till east and west are caught in love’s great fire.

"Stir me, oh! stir me, Lord, till prayer is pain, Till prayer is joy—till prayer turns into praise; Stir me till heart and will and mind, yea, all Is wholly thine to use through all the days; Stir, till I learn to pray 'exceedingly,' Stir, till I learn to wait expectantly.

"Stir me, oh! stir me, Lord! Thy heart, was

by love’s intensest fire, till thou didst give Thine only Son, thy best-loved One, 

Lectured from the dreadful Cross, that I might live; 

Stir me to give myself to thee, that Thou canst give thyself again thro’ me.

Again, I stir me, oh! for now I can see Thy glorious triumph day begin to break; 

The dawn already gilds the eastern sky; Oh! Church of Christ, arise, awake! awake! Oh! stir us, Lord, as heralds of that day! 

For night is past—our King is on his way!"

Day of Prayer

The afternoon of Friday, January 9, was observed by the women of Milton and Milton Junction (Wis.) churches in accordance with the program arranged by the Federation of Women’s Boards of Foreign Missions in the United States.

The meeting was held in the Seventh Day Baptist church at Milton. Mrs. A. B. West of Milton Junction, president of the Woman’s Board, was the leader for the afternoon.

The general subjects for consideration were: (1) For nations at war; (2) That the love of Jesus may overcome the strife; (3) That the social forces may be recognized, and made effective in Christian missions.

There were four one-half hour topics, each of which was assigned to a leader. A goodly company of interested women listened to the genial Scripture reading by Mrs. West, who read the ever-eloquent and well known account of the birth of our Savior, as given in Luke’s Gospel. The reading closed with the great commission of Jesus to his disciples—"Go ye therefore, and teach all nations."

Miss Lucy E. Walker, of the Congregational church, was the leader for the first half-hour. Her topic was "Prayer for peace, and prayer for the church at home; a deeper realization of responsibility and opportunity; every member redeemed to have a part in giving the gospel of peace through Jesus Christ to all the world." She emphasized the need of personal consecration of our women to the work of evangelism.

Mrs. A. S. Maxson, of Milton Junction, had charge of the next topic, which was "Praise for the great company of women who publish good tidings, and prayer for young women, and for the ‘Child in the Mill’". Mrs. L. A. Pitts was asked to speak on the first part of this topic. She said, in substance, that the women who are so consecrated to the cause of foreign missions as to gladly give up home with all the comforts and pleasures the homeland affords—so consecrated as to go to foreign lands to give the gospel of light to those sitting in darkness, are far beyond and above any praise of words we can give them. She gave examples of admirable devotion to missions.

Mrs. R. H. Saunders, of the Methodist church of Milton, led the topic next in order,—"Prayer for evangelistic work in the mission field, and for educational, medical, and industrial work, that through these forces Christ may be manifest, and souls won to him." Mrs. M. A. Drew spoke briefly of work young women may do by way of preparation for service. She said, further,—"In these days we need not so much to pray that laborers may be raised up for the waiting harvest; for young men and women are ready, even now, to go when the necessary means are provided to send them forth."

These topics all led up to the final consecration hour, over which Mrs. W. D.
Worker's Exchange
North Loup, Neb.

The Young Women's Missionary Society, North Loup, Neb., was organized in November, 1912, with a membership of twenty-four, and two meetings held on account of the whooping-cough; for a good many of our members have from one to three little folks—in fact, at some of our meetings the little ones, I think, predominate.

At the beginning of the year 1914, the society divided into two circles, for the purpose of raising money and getting new members. One division was the leadership of Mrs. Mabel Nelson. Mrs. Estella Babcock was leader of the other division. For a while during the spring and summer, the former conducted a tea-room one afternoon of each week. Through the kindness of Mr. R. N. Bee, these were served in his ice-cream parlor, with the use of his kitchen and dishes. Those having it in charge agreed at first allowed only $0.30 each for the expenses, but later this sum was increased to $0.50 or perhaps a little more. A simple but substantial menu was served, so that for a small sum could be procured for a smaller sum a nice lunch. We also sold ice-cream; Mr. Bee allowing us a percentage on all we sold. The first division cleared $8.13. The second division then took it up, clearing $31.76. Each division served also a to-cent supper, bringing the total amount up to about $65. On our annual pop-corn celebration days, the two divisions united and served lunches, selling hamburger sandwiches, coffee, doughnuts, pies, fruits, etc. The pies were the only things donated. We cleared $59.63.

This fall we have held three all-day meetings, at the homes of Mrs. Estella Babcock, Mrs. Ollie Webb, and Mrs. Minnie Davis. We are more successful this year, charging 10 cents for every name put on it. We have also tied some comforters. All our energies are now turned toward paying for our new church building. Our membership increased forty-one, a few of these being non-residents.

Our money has been paid out in various ways: some to the Woman's Board; $10 to the Loup-o Hospital Fund; and we have bought new collection plates for the church.

We hope to pay for lighting our new church.

At present we have $137.74 in the treasury.

Some temptations come to the industrious, but all temptations attack the idle.

C. H. Sparrow.
Missionary Progress During the Past Year

Every year now marks an advance in the work of foreign missions which would have amazed and rejoiced the brave men and women who, on the field for so many years, have had nothing but obstacles to overcome at every step. They would have thanked God if they could have seen in a whole lifetime the progress we see now each twelve months.

How William Carey and Henry Martyn and Alexander Duff must marvel if they see, as we must believe they can see, the missionary progress which the results of the India Census of 1911, just published this year, have revealed:

The total number of Christians in India at the time of the census was 3,876,203, or twelve per mille for the population. During the decade since the previous census, the increase was thirty-seven and six-tenths per cent, and the number of Christians has more than doubled since 1881. The proportionate increase, by the way, is by far the greatest in the Punjab, where there are now as many Christians as there were in 1901; in the Central Provinces and Berar the increase is one hundred and sixty-nine per cent, and in Hyderbad, Assam and the United Provinces, the increase was thirty and thirty-six, eighty-nine and seventy-five per cent, respectively. Lutherans, chiefly found in Madras and in Behar and Orissa, have increased by forty-one per cent, and Methodists, who are two-and-a-half times as numerous as a decade ago. Presbyterians have achieved even more remarkable results. With one hundred and eighty-thousand adherents, they are more than three times as many as in 1901. The Punjab has shown a phenomenal increase in Presbyterians, whose numbers have grown from five thousand to ninety-five thousand in the last ten years.

As to the effect of Christianity on the converts, Mr. Blunt, the United Provinces census superintendent, draws attention to the greater cleanliness of dress and habits among converts as compared with the classes from whom they are drawn. "The new convert, may be, no better than his predecessors; but a new generation; the children of the first generation of converts is now growing up. . . . The children of the converts, born in Christianity, are very different to their parents; their grandchildren will be still better. It is this which provides the other side to the black picture so often drawn of the inefficiency of Christian conversions. As all of these converts have now to acknowledge, not only that they are in many material ways better off than themselves, but that they also are better men." The Mysore superintendent, Mr. A. H. Hegner, says that missionaries work mainly among the backward classes, and that "the enlightenment of Christianity is patent in the higher standard of comfort of the converts, and their sober, dignified lives." In Japan there has been an equally notable change. For years the leading men of Japan have declared that religion was mere superstition and that the nations and men were happier when missions pronounced themselves from its bondage and shadow. In accord with this view, the Department of Education discouraged all religious influences among students and displayed special hostility toward Christianity. But now a new mind has come to the men who guide opinions in Japan. Dr. Ibuka, president of the Meiji Gakuin, the college of the Presbyterian and Reformed churches in Tokyo, reports that during his recent visit to southern Japan, he was greatly impressed by the marked change in the attitude toward religion on the part of those engaged in education. The president of one of the government colleges invited him to address the faculty and students, and not only presided, but introduced Dr. Ibuka as a Christian minister. So wonderful was the change that it seemed to him like a miracle.

His conclusion is: "The present conditions in Japan are full of promise for faithful, intelligent endeavors in Christian work. It may be said that the time to sow the seed has come, and if the good seed is now sown, in due time there will surely be a harvest."

In an address by the new Premier of Japan, Count Okuma, at the dedication of a Christian building in Tokyo, he said:

"The fatal defect in the teaching of the gospel of Japan and China is, that while they teach us virtue and morals, they do not sufficiently dwell on the spiritual nature of men; and any nation that neglects the spiritual, though it may flourish for a time, must eventually decay. The origin of modern civilization is to be found in the teachings of the sage of Judaea, by whom alone the necessary moral dynamic is supplied."

At a gathering of three hundred officers of the British Raj, Count Okuma said to them that the strength of a nation was not to be measured by the size of the army or the number of its battleships, but by the moral power that is supplied in the religion of Jesus Christ.

A meeting to commemorate the thirty-fifth anniversary of the establishment of the Y. M. C. A. in Tokyo was held on June 6. The president of the association is Dr. H. Shibusawa, who is one of the leading members of the House of Peers. In his address he said: "The progress of materialism must be met with a strong spiritual power, or we shall be drowned in a sea of confusion. The Young Men's Christian Association is an institution which strengthens one with spiritual conviction. If we firmly arm ourselves with faith in Christ, we need not be afraid of anything, even a shipwreck, however great the obstacles that meet us."

The Minister of Education said, "I congratulate you on this auspicious occasion, and hope that all men of the association will strive more and more to promote the public well-being, and contribute much toward the advancement of society."

The Premier, Count Okuma, said, "The expressive aspect of young men, with ideals in the teachings of Christ, assembled together in a strong organization, gives me hope and joy for the future of the Japanese nation."

And missions have gone onward and not backward. Count Okuma fills the churches both in city and country. The Rev. Dr. Bois Morris, of Hwai Yuen, writes of a recent country trip and the wide-open doors which he found everywhere. From this trip he came back with an overflowing heart:

"As I look back over the trip, the one thing which remains most clearly in my mind is the new eagerness on the part of these many people to listen. I have often seen in crowds during my life in China, but never before in such listening crowds, never where there was any man who seemed to come, not because of curiosity, but because they wanted to hear about God. It is a very inspiring memory, and a very sobering memory, for how are we meeting this opportunity? How are we entering into these new doors which God has so wonderfully opened for us? Perhaps we should meet it with the same prayer that was overheard among the women in Meng Chen—"a thoughtful and prayerful endeavor to memorize the Lord's Prayer."

"The words were much more than a prayer and confusion, and one faithful old soul trying in vain to keep up, finally went off to a corner and she was heard there repeating a little prayer of her own. It was short, simple, and soft, again and again, 'O Lord, thankful and unworthy.'"

"The most wonderful of all, perhaps, is the way in which the doors have opened into the Modern World. Edgar C. Cook, who has recently visited his mission, a medical missionary in Persia, writes of the profound impressions which the work there and its unprecedented access to the Moslems made on him:

"The American schools located at Tehran are doing missionary work, not only in training the children, but also in educating the natives to men for greater opportunities for their boys and girls. It is manifestly for American money to support a school system for a country so vast in extent as Persia."

"Under the exceptionally able management of Mr. Jordan, the Persians are gradually learning to appreciate the benefits of such schools. They are illustrating in every practical way what should and can be done by the Persians themselves. The greatest encouragement is found in the fact that the demand for scholarship exceeds the capacities, and that there are long waiting lists. The popularity enables Mr. Jordan to demand tuition fees for day pupils, with additional fees for fifty or more boys provided with board for their parents, but the means are called upon to pay certain amounts. Arrangements are made, however, for boys whose parents cannot pay for their tuition, so that all kinds are pro-
vailed for. I was impressed with the large percentage of boys wearing the fez, indicating that they came from Mohammedan families.

Even in the Latin-American world there has been great progress, and representatives of mission boards at work in Mexico speak encouragingly of the work. God is not hindered in his plan, and each year shows the forward movement of his kingdom.—Robert E. Speer, in Forward.

Problems of Our Young People
Choosing a Profession
REV. EDGAR D. VAN HORN
No. III

One of the most difficult problems that our young people have to face is the choosing of their life's calling. The great majority of them are young people with very limited means and in many cases find themselves forced into the stern struggle for existence with little or apparently no opportunity to choose their profession. The opening that promises the quickest returns financially is the most seductive, not because it is the work for which we seem best fitted or which offers the greatest opportunity for service, but because stern necessity seems to dictate that course. And this is the pity of our modern industrial conditions—that the pressure of necessity leaves little chance to choose and prepare for life's work. Immediate needs overshadow the larger work of the future and we plan only for the present. In other words the deciding factor is often a financial question rather than the question of choosing a place in the world's work where one can render the greatest service and thus help in the coming of Christ's kingdom.

How different would be the careers of thousands of young people if instead of drifting into some occupation or occupation by the pressure of a temporary need they should settle the matter on their knees before God, knowing their choices involve eternal consequences not only to themselves but to others.

I like to think of the way Isaiah settled the question of his calling. He was in the temple. Naturally he was in a thoughtful mood. He was not thinking, "What can I do that will bring me the largest and quickest financial returns? How can I get the most out of my fellow men with the least expenditure of time and money, or how can I live in luxury and ease?" Instead, his thoughts were of his country's need. He saw his beloved city in the hands of corrupt men, his country was fast crumbling away under the disintegrating influence of evil powers. Her glory was a waning-glory. The king whom he had once looked upon as a hero had miserably failed. Drunk with the intoxication of flattery his heart had been "lifted up with pride," and in an insolent mood he had usurped the prerogative of the priest and invaded the sacred presence of God in the temple. Isaiah saw that not only the temporal affairs of his country but religion itself was being defiled. National disgrace and humiliation everywhere characterized its life, and by these conditions he was sorely troubled, he was prostrated. What more fitting time and place for God to speak to this thoughtful and reverent soul than here in the temple with such longings for the welfare of his nation filling its bosom? He became the sword of his nation. He set upon the throne, high and lifted up, and his train filled the temple. Above him stood the seraphim: each one had six wings; with twain he covered his face, with twain he covered his feet, and with twain he did fly. And one cried unto another, and said, Holy, holy, holy, is the Lord of hosts; the whole earth is full of his glory. And the foundations of the thresholds of the temple were moved, and the house was filled with smoke. Then said I, Woe is me! for I am undone; because I am a man of unclean lips, and I dwell in the midst of a people with unclean lips: for mine eyes have seen the King, the Lord of hosts.

Then flew one of the seraphim unto me, having a live coal in his hand, which he had taken with the tongs from off the altar: and he touched me with it, and it burned me not: and he said, Lo, a living coal; and thine iniquity is taken away, and thy sin purged. And I heard the voice of the Lord, saying, Whom shall I send, and who will go for us? Then I said, Here am I; send me.

Here was definite call from God to a profession should ask this question, How can I use my talents to the best advantage in establishing Christ's kingdom on earth?

Some time since, I was pleased to hear a certain young man whose Christian devotion and influence, pronounced, say, "My purpose is to educate myself for the profession of law because there is demand for men of Christian character in the profession and especially there needs of Christian statesmen." I recommended him for his ambition because he saw that as a Christian lawyer there was an opportunity to help bring in the kingdom of heaven.

I have a college friend, now supervising principal of schools in a town in the Middle West, who looks upon his profession as involving more than the mere development of the intellects of his pupils. He feels responsible to a large measure for their moral and religious development, and has accordingly set himself to the task of looking after this phase of their growth. In his school, as in all others, there are so-called 'bad boys, leaders of the lower orders, and so carefully has this superintendent organized his forces that for every boy needing a special friend he has appointed a teacher whose business it is to make a special study of the boy's needs. He has discovered them and the boy's better qualities and the particular line of activity for which he evinces qualifications, this teacher sets himself to the special task of encouraging the boy in the line of work in which his resources lie. In these words this superintendent and his teachers regard their profession not simply as a means of livelihood, but an opportunity to advance Christ's kingdom of righteousness.

The Christian physician or Christian nurse likewise has unlimited opportunities of sharing in the joys of this higher calling. His question to humanity is the same question that Jesus asked, "Wilt thou be made whole?" And if like Jesus he has an interest in healing the broken spirits of men as well as their broken bodies, he may have a large share in the coming of the kingdom of heaven on earth. Few enjoy the opportunity closer to the hearts of men and their homes than the physician and the nurse, and their labors if rendered in the spirit of the Great Physician would greatly hasten the coming of his kingdom.

So I might go on through the whole cate-
gory of occupations and point out how men might regard themselves as colaborers together with God and help to usher in the time when the earth would be filled with his glory, when there would be peace on earth and good will towards men, when there would enter into our lives nothing that maketh abomination.

This time will come when we come to regard ourselves as ambassadors of Christ. You know an ambassador from one country to another tries to increase the honor, the prosperity and the influence of his country. He represents the chief authority of his country, and is responsible to that authority. And if we should choose our professions in life with this fact before us, that we are the ministers of Christ, that we are sent into the world as the Father sent him, that what he is to say to men today he must say through us, what he is to do he must do through us, I am sure that we would choose our professions and go to them with a new sense of the sacredness and dignity of life and do all we do as unto the Lord. The light that was shed upon his laborers would lighten our own and bring new meaning to every deed.

As his ambassadors we must not bring dishonor upon his name by our actions or by what we say. We must guard carefully the reputation which he gave to his king, the Father, and the Father has committed to us. For all this we shall be held accountable, whether our place is in the most humble and obscure places of life or before the public.

To the younger people, who may not as yet have felt the call of God to some definite occupation, I wish to make these suggestions:

We should try to discover ourselves. In so doing we must be sure to have open minds, especially concerning the nature and scope of our talent. This process of self-discovery is a gradual one and we may not definitely make up our minds what God wants us to do until we have grown. Herein lies the value of an all-round education, an education in which we test out all our powers by patient study and experience. And we shall do well if we hold ourselves open to the prescribed courses of study, even in the face of dislike, either for our study or teacher, for it often turns out that, in the preparation for our definitely chosen profession, studies for which we took a disliking in our earlier school life were absolutely essential for the fuller development of those talents which we must use in our chosen professions. Therefore it is quite essential that we develop all our talents to the utmost in order that we may intelligently choose our profession when the time comes. If we are sure at any one point, we should strengthen ourselves at that point. And if you seem slow in some particular, do not be discouraged, for it may be that you will be strong in some other later. We should regard our talents as divinely given and to be enlarged and increased just so far as possible. Sometimes we shall have to render account of our use of them and we must not lay them away in a napkin but develop them.

Let me remind you in closing that the supreme duty of every young man and woman, no matter how brief or extended his period of preparation, is to pray earnestly and labor unceasingly to enter into the position of sons and daughters in the family of God. Which of us will provide the zeal of our workers: it will lead to larger planning, and that will lead to larger accomplishment. It will become an institution within an institution, and one well worth honoring and perpetuating. For it will be a week set apart in a peculiar sense as a consecration among Christians of Christ's kingdom among the young.

Let it be perfectly clear that we are not laying down duties or responsibilities but on that may be adapted to local circumstances, and improved upon in any way that consecrated thoughtfulness may devise.

In some particulars, obviously, the following program must be changed in many churches. For instance, the church may or may not be able to adopt the uniform day for the midweek prayer meeting, but some churches hold it on Wednesday evenings, on Thursdays or Friday, and we select here this commonest day of the week, Wednesday, with the understanding that if your church uses any other day, that day may be chosen by the Endeavorers, and the program will be shifted to correspond. Thus with any other changes that local circumstances may dictate.

Eight days of special activities are planned, namely, Christian Endeavor Day, Enrollment Day, Local-Union Day, Church Day, Entertainment Day, Extension Day, Junior and Intermediate Day, Decision Day. Since with our societies the week will begin on Sabbath, Christian Endeavor Day will be Sabbath Day, Enrollment Day will be Sunday, and so on. Accordingly, the closing day of the week will fall on the following Sabbath, so the week is to include two Sabbaths.

DECISION DAY

The closing day has been designated as Decision Day, as noted above. It would seem that all our societies might appropriately specially observe this part of the week's program, even though local circumstances might make it hardly expedient to attempt to carry out the entire week's program.

The little booklet issued by the United Society makes the following suggestions regarding the observance of that particular day, and offers the program which I think it important to adopt:

The closing Sabbath of Christian Endeavor Week, which, for good measure, is to be a week of eight days, may be called "Decision Day." On this day an effort should be made to bring about many decisions on all kinds of Christian matters, the church, the home, and the individual, important decision for Christ. Special stress should be laid upon decisions for church-membership.

Pastors may wish to make their Sabbath message one of a harmonizing with the observance of the day. In any event, pastors should be prominent in the evening service, which may well be the regular Christian Endeavor prayer meeting, not a union meeting this time.

The meeting may suitably take the regular Christian Endeavor topic, "The Solid Foundations of Life" (1 Cor. 3: 9-15), and be a consecration meeting, as the uniform topics suggest, if at all possible. The review may Indices, its place being taken by the signatures to the Christian Union Card.

The following program is given as a suggestion to be followed in whole or in part:

1. Opening hymns, on decision for Christ.
2. Opening prayers for the meeting, by three committee chairmen.
3. Reading of sectional opening remarks, by the leader.
4. The pastor may very suitably lead this meeting, and his talk may be on the importance of making decisions on important questions and not procrastinating.
5. A hymn on love to Christ.
6. "A Decision for Public Giving." A five minute talk on the Tenth Legion.
7. "A Decision for Faithful Christian Union." A three minute talk by the pastor.
8. "A Decision to Support the Church Prayer Meeting." Emphasize the vital importance of the prayer meeting to the spiritual life of the church. A five-minute talk.
9. "A Decision to Support Church Membership." A five-minute talk by the pastor.
10. "A Decision for Christian Ministry" (including the preaching of the gospel, missionary work at home and abroad, deaconess work, Young Men's Christian Association and Young Women's Christian Association work, People's field-secretariats, and so on). A five-minute talk.
11. Presentation of the Decision Card for signatures. The card is explained, and a copy is handed, with a pencil, to every one present. Have an extra copy, to fill in and send the card, with bowed heads.
12. Closing prayer, and benediction.

The following is the Decision Card. Copies may be obtained from the United Society of Christian Endeavor of Mt. Vernon and Hancock Streets, Boston, Mass, at the rate of fifty cents a hundred.
MY DECISION
How many of these decisions will you make to please your Savor, strengthen yourself, and bless the world?
If you have already made any of these, signify that fact by a cross in its section.
To those that you have not made before and wish to make now will you sign your name, prayerfully and heartily.

1. I decide to attend the midweek prayer meeting to the spiritual life of the church, ministry, missions, or some Christian service as my life-work.

2. I decide to accept Christ as my Savor and to make public profession of Christian faith by uniting with the church.

3. I decide that I will strive so to shape the plans of my life that I may give myself to the ministry, mission, or other form of definite Christian service as my life-work.

4. I decide to attend the midweek prayer meeting unless prevented by some other duty.

5. I decide to keep my prayer meeting to the spiritual life of the church.

Upon all these decisions I humbly ask God’s blessing, and pray for his help that I may keep them.

Endeavor That Counts

ETHYL M. DAVIS

Christian Endeavor Topic for February 6, 1915

Daily Readings
Sunday—Prayerful Endeavor (1 Thess. 5: 14-23)
Monday—Unselfish Endeavor (Rom. 15: 1-6)
Tuesday—Spirit-filled Endeavor (Luke 4: 16-21)
Wednesday—Worshiping Endeavor (Heb. 10: 19-25)
Thursday—Faithful Endeavor (Num. 12: 1-8)
Friday—Persistent Endeavor (Heb. 12: 1-4)
Saturday—Christian Endeavor that counts (1 Cor. 15: 57, 58). (Christian Endeavor Day.)

THOUGHTS ON THE LESSON
This is Christian Endeavor Day. Thank God for our victories! Take a backward look on the progress made by the Christian Endeavor movement. Let us not give the glory to man but to God. It was he who gave “Father Endeavor” Clark the idea that young people must have an organization which should serve as a school preparatory for larger work in the church.

What success has been achieved! How many young people have found their Savior through the medium of the Endeavor Society! How rapidly we have learned to shoulder the duties which are preparing us for another day by and by. “But thanks be to God, which giveth us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ.”

See how widely over the world this movement has spread. It is said that the churches in Japan have adopted Christian Endeavor methods and principles until they have practically become Christian Endeavor churches. Not a bad plan for any nation or any church, for it will utilize every member.

“Therefore, my brethren, be ye steadfast, immovable.” Those are Christian Endeavor qualities. We may fail in certain respects at times, but we are not endeavoring if we do not gather ourselves together and try again. Immovable? Yes; when temptation smiles in our faces, Amos R. Wells says that “abounding” is also a Christian Endeavor word. “Endeavorers ask not how little they can get off with doing, but how much they will be allowed to do.” Let each of us prove that to be a lasting quality in our characters. What a transformation there would be in some of our churches!

“For as much as ye know that your labor is not in vain in the Lord.” If whatever we do, we do it as unto the Lord, it will not be in vain. A dear old man who eighty years went, day after day, and week after week, to plead with some friends to accept salvation and make public acknowledgment during the evangelistic meetings held in their village. Five weeks passed and his prayers and pleadings were granted. Oh, the joy that filled all hearts! He labored in the strength of the Lord and it was not in vain. We may not see our prayers answered in five weeks though, possibly not in five years, not fifty: but our labor is not in vain, even if we do not live to see the fruits. So let us hold fast our faith in God.

SUGGESTIVE THOUGHTS
“Christian Endeavor counts at once in the present world, making us stronger, happier, and more influential; and it goes on counting all through eternity.” However, it will never count if done grudgingly or unwillingly; for we remember “the Lord loveth a cheerful giver” of all our faculties at our service.

There is much of our Christian Endeavor work that is done alone: daily prayer, Bible-reading, preparation for prayer meeting, and much of committee work; and it is through this hidden work that we gain spiritual strength for the public work.

We often hear a man spoken of as a very successful person. Generally people mean by that that he has gained much wealth, has become famous, is a learned man, or has won a high position in politics. When the end comes, which will count the most—all these attributes or a true Christian character?

ILLUSTRATIONS

“An enterprising merchant likes to take account of stock and go over his book accounts. So an enterprising Endeavorer makes a true and accurate account in his life; his balance will be found on the right side.”

“If our Christian Endeavors were paid in gold—$10 for a piece of committee work, $20 for a testimony, $30 for a prayer—how eager we should be in our society work! But they are paid in the gold that lasts forever.”

“A counting-house is where accounts are kept, and money counted out. Every Christian Endeavor society is a counting-house, where the highest values are counted out and the best exchanges are made.”

“We talk of real estate, but what is our real estate? Only what we can take with us to heaven, only what is part of our souls.”

TO THINK ABOUT
How do you define Christian Endeavor?
What kind of Christian Endeavor does not count?
How can we make our society work count?

SOME QUOTATIONS
Christian Endeavor is one of those movements that rescue the church from outworn methods, calling it back to first principles.

—T. T. Munger.

“He that winneth souls is wise.” It is a wise thing to win a soul, because the soul alone, of all created things, is destined to abide.—F. B. Meyer.
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Be strong! We are here to play—to dream, to drift. We have hard work to do and loads to lift. Shun not the struggle; face it; 'tis God's gift.

Be strong! Shun not the days are evil. Who's to blame? And fold the hands and acquiesce—O shame! Stand up, speak out, and bravely, in God's name.

Be strong! It matters not how deep intrenched the wrong. How hard the battle goes, the day how long. Faint not—fight on! Tomorrow comes the song.

—Matthew D. Babcock, D. D.

News Notes

JACKSON CENTER, OHIO.—Our usual holiday festivities were observed in the following way: (1) On Thursday eve, December 24, the younger members of our Sabbath school, assisted by the choir, rendered a prepared program to a full house, greatly to the pleasure and edification of all present. (2) On New Year's Day the church and society gathered for their usual annual business meeting. The emphasis of the evening was a marked success, both in numbers and interest. The count at dinner table showed that 86 persons, large and small, had reported for recognition, including some invited guests.

On December 26 our Sabbath-school officers and teachers were elected for the coming year, with Prof. W. G. Polan as the chief executive.

On the evening after the Sabbath, January 2, the Christian Endeavor Society elected its officers and committees, giving Mrs. Rosa McWhorter the presidency for the next six months. Mrs. Ida Stout will serve us hereafter as corresponding secretary.

We are in hearty sympathy with the work undertaken by our Young People's Board, and deeply regret that our "budget" for general work during the coming year will necessarily be small, occasioned by several removals, a low state of our treasury, and imperative calls for other work.

At the annual business meeting of the church, on January 3, Brethren H. M. McWhorter and Geo. Davis were elected treasurers for three years. Also Brother O. G. Davis and wife were elected as chorister and organist. During this service Pastor Lewis was unanimously invited for the fifth year of service as spiritual overseer and instructor.
Arms and image of Actress and Mr. Wilson, the only woman who was there. A copy of the report is also included.

**The Prayer**

We pray the Lord for all who are troubled and searching for answers in life. May we be led to the path of righteousness and find comfort in His presence.
A Day With the Exeland School

No orchestra to lead the music. No well-equipped Sabbath-school room especially provided. No large corps of teachers. No enthusiasm of numbers. No brown-stone church with spire pointing heavenward. No graded lessons. No organized classes. No teacher training division. No—but what's the use of spending so much time in counting noses or names?

All the same, it was one of the most successful schools I ever visited. It inspired me. You understand, I believe in the things enumerated above—when the time is ripe. But, listen: The vital thing in a real Sabbath-school is the reverent study of the Holy Word, in loving fellowship with others.

One boy and girl waded through snow a foot deep to get there. Those who were absent were missed. Everybody had a place to fill. It was like a family gathering. They met in a home, because the courtroom was quarantined.

Most of our preachers and leading Christian workers came from the smaller churches—many of them from the frontier. Wherever a little group of people get together on the Sabbath to "search the Scriptures," there is a Bible school. The Spirit who moves in the Word as a king rides in his chariot, is there. "There am I," said Jesus, "in the midst of them." That is good enough company for any one. Don't give up that little group for Bible study, you lone Sabbath-keepers, you little Seventh Day Baptist church. "Despise not the little days of mankind."

The Exeland Church has been organized less than half a year. These are pioneer people. The next five years will see more rapid rural development in northern Wisconsin than the last fifteen have seen. The wave of emigration thrown back from the Rocky Mountains, is sweeping northward. Good chance for any young couple who have a little money, a good deal of pluck and courage, and who are willing to bear privations for a time and work hard. In five—ten—fifteen years they will reap their reward.

The most important thing to plant on that northern soil is not barns—nor silos—nor canning factories—nor depots—nor banks—nor real estate offices. The most important thing to plant there is religion. Hail to the people who are spiritual pioneers! The Exeland Bible School is "a city set on an hill, whose light can not be hid."

Nobliest letter in the alphabet so far. Three Van Horns have touched the tape before the rest of you have fairly started. The V's are Very Valuable. We will not prolong the alliteration, for the next phrase that comes to mind is Verdant Vista (which would be entirely inappropriate). Enough to say that the Van Horns had the van. Several we have not heard from yet, too. But where, oh where, are the rest of the alphabet?

FIRST HOPKINTON BIBLE SCHOOL

The new year finds the school at Ashaway with newly elected officers and ready for solid work. The superintendent-elect accepted the position on condition that all officers and teachers shall heartily cooperate in making the school more efficient, especially in prompt attendance at the monthly business meeting, when a half-hour will be spent in a review of the lessons for the ensuing month, and a half-hour in general school problems and plans for betterment. Several advance steps have been taken.

Supplementary work is being introduced with each class of the Primary Department. A committee for securing up-to-date supplies has been appointed.

The Barbac class is doing good work on a special graded course in the study of Mark's Gospel. The class is preparing for a banquet to be held soon.

The Men's Bible class is one of the most largely attended classes in the school.

With officers and teachers and pupils in good spirits, a good balance in the treasury, and the Home Department and Cradle Roll growing, the work for the year starts off very encouraging.

(Continued on page 138)

DEATHS

Mrs. Joseph Warren Wood, third son of Dr. Lewis and Naomi Davis Wood, was born in Brookfield, Madison Co., N. Y., July 5, 1826. In 1838, his parents moved to Ft. Dearborn, Ill. (now Chicago), and a year later to Walworth, Walworth Co., Wis., where he grew up to manhood on a farm, while his father practised medicine. He studied medicine one year under his father; but not being strong in the medical line, he gave up his studies. In 1849 he removed to Mary Powell Wilson, of Lebanon, Van Buren Co., Iowa. Five children were born to them, two of whom, W. P. Wood, of Summer, Wash., and A. B. Wood, of Cottage Grove, Ore., survive him. His wife died in 1863, and in 1866 he was married to Fannie Forward Waters of Winfield, Wis., who survives him.

Having that his education had been interrupted by going to California he sold his farm, and moved to Ann Arbor, Mich., where he attended the University of Michigan, which he graduated in 1861 with the degrees of B. A. and civil engineer. He continued his studies a year longer and secured the degree of Master of Science in 1862. Upon the completion of his studies he removed to a farm in Wisconsin to recover his health, and later engaged in the lumber business in Wood County, Wis., for six years. In 1870 he moved to a farm near Baraboo, Wis., where for twenty-five years he was a successful scientific farmer. He contributed many articles to the papers, and delivered many addresses before the agricultural societies of the State. In 1895 he moved to Shiloh, Wis., to be near his sons, and there he has since lived.

While in California, on the summit of the Sierras, and when he looked back over a beautiful sunset, he felt the divine Presence near him and resolved, upon his return to civilization, to take his stand before the world as a Christian; this resolution he carried out and joined the Baptist church. He was a close student of the Bible and his studies led him to the keeping of the Seventh Day. He kept the Sabbath faithfully, and at the time of his death was a member of the Seventh Day Baptist church of Riverside, Cal.

He was a natural believer in the rival of life and principles, and was a strong advocate of temperance, being for thirty-one years a honorary member of the W. C. U. E. Ever ready and able to use his principles with his pen, he contributed frequent articles to the religious press of the country. Ever tolerant, and kind-hearted, he was beloved of all, and his peaceful and consistent Christian life, his studious habits, coupled with a forceful character, made him a man of wide influence during his long life, and he was honored by all who knew him.

P. W.

Hull.—Mordecai Elmer Hull was born on January 24, 1830, at Ocala, Fla., and died at The Haven, Phoenix, Ariz., November 24, 1874, aged 45 years and 10 days.

He was the son of James Henry and Mary (Davis) Hull. Mord was a victim of the white plague, which, in its start from over-exertion and exposure at the time of the burning of the home, when his father, sister, and himself came near losing their lives. Mord, a sister, to escape from the chamber, had run down the burning stairs, which, breaking, let her fall into the burning building. Her clothes and hair were burned off, and Mord took her out of the house just as the roof fell in.

He grew up in a home where the Sabbath was always kept, and the Religion a constant companion, but never had the blessing of Sabbath schools, nor public meetings, nor industrial societies—nor factories—nor depots—nor banks—nor real estate offices. He was a quiet, regular young man, respected by all.

B. W.

Davis.—Artis C. Davis was born March 23, 1842, and died at his home in Shiloh, N. J., January 1, 1915, aged 72 years, 9 months and 8 days.

Mr. Davis was one of a large family of children born to Isaac Davis. He was married November 27, 1878, to Mrs. B. M. Davis. On March 27, 1878, he, with ten others, was baptized and joined the Marlboro Church. Of that ten brothers and sisters, Mr. Davis served his church faithfully until December 30, 1914.

Having moved to Shiloh he changed his membership of that church, to which he had been a faithful servant. The Shiloh Church, organizing in 1858, lost the first member of the deacon, Rev. T. L. Gardiner. The life of Deacon Davis was completed.
things seem to have been ready. He was past the allotted time of threescore and ten. He and his good wife had celebrated, on November 12, 1913, their golden wedding, at which time it was the writer's privilege to go for the first time into this home. In his church work we also find all things made ready. The Sabbath evening before his death, at the close of Christmas, he was at the parish meeting, and gave a beautiful testimony.

Sabbath morning was the annual roll-call of the church, at which he was present and responsive. That night he was taken sick, pneumonia soon developed, and on Friday morning, soon after the dawn of the new year, he suddenly passed away. The old year was finished.

Davis leaves a faithful friend, a good neighbor, and a counsellor.

Interment

Funeral services were held at Plainfield Church on Friday, January 3rd. A beautiful Shiloh was given to the services by the minister whose love and whom he loved and whom he served, and with whom he can realize the truth of the sacred words that "all things have become new." Mr. Davis leaves a wife to mourn her loss, together with a son Luther, who was ordained as deacon and a son, Luther.

A wanting of care does more damage than a wanting of knowledge—Franklin.
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Lesson VI.—February 6, 1915

RUTH CHOOSES THE TRUE GOS.—Ruth 1: 1-22

Golden Text—"Thy people shall be my people, and thy God my God." Ruth 1: 16.

BAG LANDING

First-day, 2 Kings 2: 1-14

Second-day, Ruth 1: 1-14

Third-day, Ruth 1: 15-22

Fourth-day, Ruth 2: 1-13

Fifth-day, Ruth 2: 14-23

Sixth-day, Ruth 3: 1-18

Sabbath Day, Ruth 4: 1-22

(For Le- on Notes, see Helping Hand)
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AT THE FOOT OF THE RAINBOW
by Gene Stratton-Porter

The scene of this charming, lyrical love story is laid in Central India. The setting is entirely rural, and most of the action is out of doors. The story is one of devoted friendship, and tender self-sacrificing love; the friendship that gives freely without return, and the love that seeks first the happiness of the object. The novel is brimful of the most beautiful word painting of nature, and its pathos and tender sentiment will endear it to all.

THE HOLLOW OF HER HAND
by George Barr McCutcheon

A story of modern New York—built upon a strikingly unusual situation. Mrs. Challis Wendall has been a road house outside the city to identify her husband's dead body; she is driving her car home late on a stormy night when she picks up a stranger—the girl who had accompanied her husband to the lonely inn and whom the whole country is seeking. She takes the girl home, grooms her, befriends her and keeps her secret. Between Sara Wendall and her husband's family there is an ancient enmity, born of all the scorn for her inferior birth. How events work themselves out until she discovers the truth about her son's death and his previous life is the substance of the story.

CY WHITTAKER'S PLACE
by Joseph C. Lincoln

Cape Cod life as pictured by Mr. Lincoln is delightful in its homeliness, its wholesomeness, and quaint simplicity. The plot of this novel revolves around a little girl whom an old bachelor, Cy Whittaker, adopts. Her education is too stupendous a task for the old man to attempt alone, so he calls in two old cronies and they form a "Board of Strategy." A dramatic and unusual merit then develops; and through it all runs that rich vein of humor which has won for the author a fixed place in the hearts of thousands of readers. Cy Whittaker is the David Harum of Cape Cod.

ORIGIN AND PURPOSE OF THE SABBATH

MAN when created in the image of the Eternal became "a living soul" and held relations to the Creator which were not even limited by time. Consequently the six epochs already detailed having revealed the alliance, another day, a seventh, was added, to be used by man for preserving, perfecting and eternizing these relations. The final day was not, however, a day of work or for work, but a day consecrated to rest—a day of rest and worship. It is not too much to claim here that a day that comes as the conclusion and end to such a developing series of acts, must have been intended by the Creator to hold a controlling place as the objective work in this record of creation. Like the keystone of an arch, it supports and gives binding effect to all parts of the record—binding the days each to each and making manifest as the purpose of the entire narrative God's desire "to pour his life into man," and help man in "rendering his life to God."

—William B. Dana, in "A Day for Rest and Worship."